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■	 KidsPost Reprint: “What’s to know about elephants’ trunks?  
A lot more than people think.”

■	 Post Reprint: “The devils’ return”

■	 Student Activity: Joeys Promise Return of Devils

■	 Post Column Reprint: “Maryland zebras are trying to evade capture. Just let them.”

■	 Word Study: Not Just Any Group

What on Earth!
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The freedom to move — within and with one’s body — to reach food and water, to 
breathe and breed, and to explore one’s environment — is essential to life. 

An elephant’s trunk has captured the imagination of researchers. KidsPost reports on a 
study that focuses on how Kelly’s muscular hydrostat works for her and maybe robots.

“The devils’ return” begins with birth and hope. Two questions are to be answered:  
Will the Tasmanian devils manage to survive in semi-wild conditions on Australia 
after being wiped out there thousands of years ago? Are protected preserves worth the 
expense to save Tasmanian devils from extinction?

Three run-away zebras caused quite a stir in suburban Maryland. For weeks they were 
seen, then gone. Like mythic creatures, they eluded capture and came to symbolize 
freedom. Then one was killed in a trap that someone set. Post columnist Petula Dvorak 

catches the spirit of the chase and the unsettling realization of what 
recapture might mean. Her essay may be used for a closer 

read of column writing techniques. It is also an 
example of using venery and the basis of Word 

Study: Not Just Any Group.

Short selections give students avenues 
to move towards freedom to think 
and write.

Move Towards Freedom

LEFT: SURADEC/ADOBE STOCK, RIGHT: BRANDON/ADOBE STOCK
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By Lela Nargi
If you’ve ever watched an elephant eat 

and drink, you may think it’s a simple 
process. The largest land mammals in the 
world use their long trunks to pick up food 
— about 400 pounds a day — and move 
it to their mouths. They seem to use their 
trunks like a straw to suck up water.

A new study by researchers at the 
Georgia Institute of Technology shows 
that elephant trunks are pretty cool — but 
also complicated. In fact, this research is 
among the small amount of new scientific 
information on elephant anatomy published 
in more than 100 years. And the research 
shows that elephants use several techniques 
to move things.

“Elephants can move their trunks in 
four different ways,” says Andrew Schulz, 
the study’s lead researcher. “They can wrap 
them, twist them, stretch them and shorten 
them. The fancy way to describe that is to 
say their trunks are muscular hydrostats.” 
Other examples of muscular hydrostats are 
tongues and octopus tentacles.

When elephants pick up food, they use 
all four of those movements, Schulz says. 
They can also sweep up objects. They 
can use the liplike ends of their trunks to 
gently pluck small objects. And they can 
use suction (like a vacuum cleaner) to pick 
up foods of various sizes. “They can grab 
a tortilla without ever breaking it, which is 
nuts to me,” says Schulz.

When elephants drink, they don’t use 
a strawlike slurp. Instead they expand 
the inside of their trunk to store up to 2.4 
gallons of water before they consume it. 
And elephants may have many more tricks 
up their trunks — Schulz just hasn’t figured 
them all out yet.

To study trunk anatomy, Schulz spent 

a lot of time working with an elephant 
named Kelly at Zoo Atlanta in Georgia. 
He chose her over two other elephants 
there because “she has a personality that’s 
amazing,” Schulz says. “She likes exploring 
with her trunk, and she really likes 
something called ‘enrichment.’ That means 
we could figure out interesting ways for her 
to find and get her food.”

Schulz and Kelly’s handlers set up 
cameras outside Kelly’s enclosure. They 
talked about what foods might be familiar to 
Kelly for them to experiment with. Tortilla 
chips mimic leaves 
she might pick up in 
the wild. Rutabagas, 
which Schulz cut into 
different shapes and 
sizes, are a lot like 
the root vegetables 
Kelly would forage 
for and eat in a forest.

Learning about 
the ways Kelly’s 
trunk works is fas-
cinating and import-
ant work, especially 
because no other 
researchers have fig-
ured out such trunk 
mechanics, Schulz 
said. And, he says, 
there are additional 
reasons learning about trunk mechanics is 
useful.

It could also help engineers understand 
how to build more useful robots. That’s 
especially true for “soft robots,” which don’t 
have joints and could be used to do things 
such as help doctors perform surgery.

And with some elephant populations in 
Asia and Africa sharply declining, Schulz 

sees another important reason to study 
elephant trunks: to help save these animals.

“We’re using science to get people 
inspired to learn more about elephants,” 
Schulz says. “And the more animals are 
studied, the more likely [they are] to be 
conserved.” ■

— June 20, 2021

Scientists in Georgia studied elephant at Zoo Atlanta to discover how trunks work.

KIDSPOST

What’s to know about elephants’ 
trunks? A lot more than people think.

Top: Schulz’s team studied an elephant at Zoo Atlanta named Kelly. Here 
she grabs pieces of lettuce floating in water. Below: Andrew Schulz, with an 
elephant in South Africa, has studied elephant trunks with other researchers at 
Georgia Tech. Their findings are among the few things scientists have learned 
about elephant anatomy in the past century

PHOTOS/ ANDREW SCHULZ/GEORGIA TECH

https://zooatlanta.org/major-milestone-for-african-elephants/
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Barely a month old, the 
Tasmanian devils discovered in 
an Australian wildlife preserve 
this week resemble tiny shrimp.

But conservationists hope that the joeys 
will grow into fearsome predators that can 
help restore the continent’s environmental 
balance and return it to something closer to 
its state before European contact.

The seven baby Tasmanian devils 
are the first to be born under semi-wild 
conditions in mainland Australia for 
millennia, conservation groups announced 
this week. Roughly 3,000 years have passed 
since the carnivorous mammals disappeared 
from mainland Australia, most likely in 
large part because of hunting by dingoes.

Though they once thrived on the island 
of Tasmania — where dingoes are absent 
— a contagious facial cancer has wiped out 
an estimated 90 percent of the population 
in the past few decades.

Reintroducing the sharp-toothed 
marsupials is a part of a larger project to 
“rewild” Australia being led by Aussie 
Ark, a wildlife group that has released 
dozens of Tasmanian devils into a fenced 
1,000-acre sanctuary in New South Wales 
where they are protected from predators 
and monitored by scientists but otherwise 
free to live as they would in the wild.

Staffers had been watching the devils 
from a distance “until it was time to step in 
and confirm the birth of our first wild joeys,” 
Aussie Ark President Tim Faulkner said 
in a statement. Nestled in their mothers’ 
pouches, where they typically remain for 
several months after being born, all seven 
appeared to be healthy and developing 
normally.

The confirmation that the Tasmanian 
devils would breed after being left to their 
own devices in nearly wild conditions in 
Australia was hailed as a major victory. 
Working with other conservation groups, 
Aussie Ark hopes to eventually create a 
self-sustaining population of Tasmanian 
devils in the wild.

The organization hopes that 
reintroducing native predators in Australia 
will help reduce the numbers of foxes 
and feral cats — which were introduced by 
Europeans and now pose a serious threat to 
native wildlife.

That idea has generated some 
skepticism from scientists, who point out 
that Tasmanian devils could be wiped out 

by larger predators again, and now face 
additional threats from humans and cars.

The animals will probably have to be 
restricted to large fenced areas where they 
are protected from dingoes and foxes, 
Andrew Flies, a wildlife immunologist at 
the Menzies Institute for Medical Research 
at the University of Tasmania, told the 
Australian Broadcasting Corp. Creating 
those kinds of environments is an expensive 
proposition — and Flies questioned 
whether it was the best use of the limited 
funding available for conservation projects.

“Saying they’re back in the wild is not 
completely genuine,” Flies said. ■

ASIA

The devils’ return
After 3,000 years, the Tasmanian marsupials are  

being born again on the Australian mainland
by AntoniA noori FArzAn

May 28, 2021

AUSSIE ARK/AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE/GETTY IMAGES

Aussie Ark President Tim Faulkner holds a devil at 
the sanctuary.

A Tasmanian devil at a sanctuary in New South 
Wales, where dozens of the carnivorous mammals 
have been released. 

AFP/GETTY IMAGES

https://www.rewild.org/press/first-tasmanian-devil-joeys-born-on-mainland-australia-in-the-wild-in-3-000
https://www.rewild.org/press/first-tasmanian-devil-joeys-born-on-mainland-australia-in-the-wild-in-3-000
https://www.aussieark.org.au/devilcomeback/
https://www.rewild.org/press/first-tasmanian-devil-joeys-born-on-mainland-australia-in-the-wild-in-3-000
https://www.rewild.org/press/first-tasmanian-devil-joeys-born-on-mainland-australia-in-the-wild-in-3-000
https://www.aussieark.org.au/devilcomeback/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/speaking-of-science/wp/2015/10/14/australia-defends-decision-to-put-down-2-million-feral-cats/?itid=lk_inline_manual_16
https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2021-05-27/tasmanian-devils-give-birth-in-semi-wild-sanctuary-on-mainland/100169686
https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2021-05-27/tasmanian-devils-give-birth-in-semi-wild-sanctuary-on-mainland/100169686


Name _______________________________________________________________________________ Date____________________________

Joeys Promise Return of Devils

It is believed that more than 3,000 years have passed since Tasmanian devils populated the Australian mainland. 
Read “The devils’ return” to learn more about the marsupials.
Longer answers should be written on a separate page.

1. Map It. Locate Australia, Tasmania and New South Wales on a map. What ocean and sea are in this area?

2. Define these terms found in the article:
 a. Dingo
 b. Joey
 c. Marsupial
 d. Predator

3. What was the cause of the near extinction of Tasmanian devils on the island of Tasmania?

4. What do you learn about the birth and behavior of these joeys?

5. The Tasmanian devil is both predator and prey. Give examples of these relations in the wild. 

6-7. Antonia Noori Farzan presents two points of view concerning the reentry of Tasmanian devils to mainland  
Australia. What are they?

8-9. Evaluate. As you consider the points of view, what are the most positive positions of both sides? What are  
the main drawbacks of both sides? What do you think about the Aussie Ark project?

10. To what extent should efforts be made to save species that are endangered or near extinction? Respond with 
examples to support your perspective on this issue.
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Petula 
Dvorak

“Have you seen the 
zebras?” I yelled out of my car 
window.

“No! But I’m looking for 
them! Every day!” replied 
the woman walking her 
Rottweiler in the sprawling 
expanse of Maryland equine 

heaven, where a dazzle of zebras were on the 
loose for more than a month.

We found out on Thursday their herd was 
thinned, when local officials announced one 
of them died after being caught in a snare 
trap. I think it’s unlikely the rest of them 
will go willingly back to captivity. Because 
they’re not running around in your average 
suburb in America.

I, too, thought of the Bojangles on Route 
301 or the Home Depot dotted between the 
suburban developments of Marlboro Riding 
or The Hunt or Oak Creek Club when I heard 
the zebras were still running around Prince 
George’s County, over a month after they 
broke out of their farm.

Are they hiding at the Foot Locker in the 
strip mall? What gives? But after spending a 
workday hunting them, I totally understand 
what’s going on here. This is not suburbia. 
“This is the country,” said the woman 
cleaning the front porch of her small, square 
home with a sweeping, resort-quality view of 
hills and forest. “And I mean country.”

She hasn’t seen the zebras, either. Not on 
her route driving a commuter bus in Prince 
George’s County or near her home off Duley 
Station Road, right next to the farm that lost 
them on the last day in August, setting off 
a wild celebrity zebra hunt in the county in 
Maryland.

A few times, folks have posted photos of 
the zebras on their exploration of the verdant 
county. There was a glance behind a fence, 
one darted across the road at night and the 

back seat commentary to top them all, a 
father and son who went fishing and spotted 
the zebras on their trip back.

“On the way home he calmly says ‘Dad, 
I saw the zebras,’ ” Joshua DuBois said in 
a tweet last month, describing the conversation 
with his 6-year-old son. “Something tells me 
he actually thinks he saw them. So I do a U on 
Croom Road, pull into some guy’s driveway 
and BAM. WILD MARYLAND ZEBRAS.” 
His wife actually had dressed the kids up in 
zebra pajamas and drove them around on a 
zebra hunt, just for fun, earlier.

So I thought it would be pretty easy to 
spot them if I spent the day trying. It definitely 
wasn’t. I got through roughly half of my 
audiobook (“Monster Hunter International,” 
a cringey action book of my sons, in honor of 
the chase) without spotting a deer, let alone 
a zebra.

Upper Marlboro, which was named 
for John Churchill, the First Duke of 
Marlborough, in the early 1700s, isn’t just 
a bedroom community. Its rural roots, 
primarily tobacco fields, remain. Moreover, 
Prince George’s County still has about 
35,000 acres of active farmland.

As my colleague Dana Hedgpeth reported 
after talking to experts this week, these zebras 
are going to be okay in the wilds of Maryland 
if humans leave them alone. No lions, no 
drought. The only hunters looking for them 
— besides the owners — are picture-takers 
armed with iPhones. They can go for miles 
before they get to any commercial spaces or 
main roads.

This part of the county is acres of 
sorghum crops, a cashmere goat farm and 
smaller homesteads on the way to Duley 
Station Road, where the rest of the 30-head 
herd lives. They came to Maryland from 
Florida (of course), where their owner, Jerry 
Holly, had a sizable zoo.

The Micanopy Zoological Preserve made 
news in 2004 when it took in 53 animals 
after a jungle cruise attraction in a nearby 
amusement park went under. The Holly 
family brought zebras, impalas, ostriches, 
cranes, lemurs, giraffes, aoudads and more, 
according to the Gainesville Sun.

At the property in Maryland, Holly 
advertised an exotic pet breeding 
company, Jerry Holly Exotics. “We breed 
Fennec fox, African Pygmy Hedgehogs, 
Prairie Dog Pups, Sugar Gliders, Chinchillas, 
Kinkajous,” his website advertised. Holly 
didn’t return my calls and at the farm, a 
worker who met me at the driveway said 
Holly wasn’t home. Maryland authorities 
said he is trying to recapture them. Good luck 
with that.

Remember Ollie the Bobcat? Ollie 
ditched the National Zoo in 2017, sparking 
social media feeds musing about how the cat 
might spend her time in freedom at a 14th 
Street bar, a steakhouse and a club. Turns out 
she never even left the zoo. But the zebras? 
Those equines came from Florida. They 
don’t want action. They’re done with drama. 
They want peace.

The Maryland Zebras Twitter account 
reflects their quest for zen. “We’re kind of 
happy about the fading media attention, to be 
honest. It makes it easier to lay low and just 
do our thing,” they tweeted.

Animal experts say the zebras can’t be 
chased, they have to be coaxed back into 
captivity. A month of staying away from their 
corral, despite all the yummy bait the owners 
set out for them, made it clear they have no 
interest in returning to captivity. So let them 
stay in the woods, in peace. After all, a zeal of 
zebras wouldn’t be the weirdest thing found 
in Maryland. ■

— October 15, 2021

Maryland zebras are trying to evade 
capture. Just let them.

https://twitter.com/joshuadubois/status/1439744834139459587?s=20
https://www.uppermarlboromd.gov/town_committees/historical_committee/historical_committee.php
https://www.nass.usda.gov/Publications/AgCensus/2017/Online_Resources/County_Profiles/Maryland/cp24033.pdf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/dc-md-va/2021/10/13/zebras-escape-maryland-farm-upper-marlboro/?itid=lk_inline_manual_18
https://www.gainesville.com/article/LK/20040316/News/604155154/GS
https://www.foodbevg.com/US/Upper-Marlboro/426568220872200/Jerry-Holly-Exotics
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/the-ballad-of-ollie-the-bobcat-back-in-her-cage-just-like-the-rest-of-us/2017/02/01/8b2c61aa-e8d4-11e6-bf6f-301b6b443624_story.html?itid=lk_interstitial_manual_24
https://twitter.com/MarylandZebras/status/1442256574685143042?s=20
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Not Just Any Group
A UNESCO World Heritage site near Turin, La Venaria Reale is a restored baroque mansion once owned by the 
Italian Royal Family Savoia for their hunting activity. “Venery” is an old term for hunting from the Latin venari, 
“to hunt.”

Today it is the term used for collective nouns of animals. According to The History of Collective Nouns and 
Venery, scientists did not coin “fanciful names like ‘a charm of hummingbirds’ or ‘a cauldron of bats.’ Rather, 
15th-century Englishmen (who were typically wealthy and educated) would come up with names for animal 
gangs while hunting. The terms of venery eventually found their way into books. Although they were never fully 
adopted by the science community, they’ve managed to stick around as a clever way to show off your animal 
(and vocabulary) knowledge.”

One of the earliest published collections of venery is found in the 1486 edition of Book of St Albans. An 
important example of an early printed book in English, this first edition contains advice on hawking, hunting and 
heraldry with a chapter on fishing added in 1496. 

Writers have found references in myths and folk tales, coined collective nouns and used current ones to convey 
verisimilitude or to create atmosphere. Let’s use the owl as an example. An owl accompanies the goddess of 
wisdom Athena in Greek myth. In the 14th century Geoffrey Chaucer wrote “Parliament of Foules.” The 1382 
poem is considered the first Valentine’s Day poem. In its first lines he writes:

Saynt Valentyn, that art ful hy on-lofte,
Thus syngen smale foules for thy sake:
Now welcome, somer, with thy sonne softe,
That hast this wintres wedres overshake.

Nearly 200 lines later, he writes (translated now in modern English):
Therewith a wind, scarcely it might be less,
Made in the leaves green a noise soft
Accordant to the fowls’ song aloft.

Centuries later C.S. Lewis writes of a council of wise owls in The Chronicles of Narnia. The parliament of owls 
meet at night, their natural realm, to review the affairs of Narnia. If a modern political writer wants to make a 
favorable comment, she might refer to members as a parliament of owls.

When using a collective noun, note that the term is followed by “of” and the animals are in the plural.

https://www.wordgenius.com/the-wild-world-of-venery-and-packs-of-animals/Xr0yWBPAJQAG8xBJ?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=1371594091
https://www.wordgenius.com/the-wild-world-of-venery-and-packs-of-animals/Xr0yWBPAJQAG8xBJ?utm_source=blog&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=1371594091
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1. What is the definition of “dazzle”? Define “zeal.”

2. Both “dazzle” and “zeal” are also collective nouns. Also known as venery, as used by Petula Dvorak in the 
lede and the conclusion of her column, they demonstrate the skill of a writer to use common definition, venery 
and literary devices. The zebras that escaped the farm and have eluded capture have dazzled the imagination 
of many. And have been followed with zeal in person and in print. 
What literary device does “zeal of zebras” illustrate?

3. Give Examples. Some collective nouns are familiar. For the five listed below, name two animals that are 
grouped under these more common collective nouns.
a. Colony of 
b. Flock of 
c. Herd of 
d. School of
e. Swarm of

“Have you seen the zebras?” I yelled out of my 
car window.

“No! But I’m looking for them! Every day!” 
replied the woman walking her Rottweiler in the 
sprawling expanse of Maryland equine heaven, 
where a dazzle of zebras were on the loose for 
more than a month.

We found out on Thursday their herd was 
thinned, when local officials announced one 
of them died after being caught in a snare trap. 
I think it’s unlikely the rest of them will go 
willingly back to captivity. Because they’re 
not running around in your average suburb in 
America.

I, too, thought of the Bojangles on Route 301 
or the Home Depot dotted between the suburban 
developments of Marlboro Riding or The Hunt 
or Oak Creek Club when I heard the zebras 
were still running around Prince George’s County, 
over a month after they broke out of their farm. …

The Maryland Zebras Twitter account 
reflects their quest for zen. “We’re kind of 
happy about the fading media attention, to 
be honest. It makes it easier to lay low and 
just do our thing,” they tweeted.

Animal experts say the zebras can’t be 
chased, they have to be coaxed back into 
captivity. A month of staying away from 
their corral, despite all the yummy bait the 
owners set out for them, made it clear they 
have no interest in returning to captivity. 
So let them stay in the woods, in peace. 
After all, a zeal of zebras wouldn’t be the 
weirdest thing found in Maryland.

https://twitter.com/MarylandZebras/status/1442256574685143042?s=20
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3. Name. Some animals have more than one group name. This is often determined by what they are doing. 
Vultures, for example, have different terms depending on their behavior.
a. When they are feeding on a carcass, they are referred to as a wake. Why is this an appropriate image?
b. If they are resting in trees, they are a committee of vultures. If you were a cartoonist, what might you have 

in the bubble(s) of one or more of those that are meeting?
c. If they are flying they are a kettle. Would it help to know the etymology of “kettle”? Or that the other 

venery: “a pretty of kettle of fish” refers to fish caught in the kettle net? Fish in disorder and flapping in 
confusion. What do vultures look like when they take flight from a carcass? (See Categorize for another 
source of the venery.)

4. Categorize. When trying to remember the different collective nouns, you might keep in mind the qualities or 
categories in which they might be placed.

✦ Association with Hunting
Kettle of vultures. The word kettle is used by birders to describe a group of birds circling in the air. Vultures 
are known to circle waiting to scavenge on the kills of other animals.

Bouquet of pheasants. Hunters use this term when pheasants are flushed out of their cover. Pheasants are 
colorful birds; the males have bright colors and adornments. When they fly away they form a colorful flutter 
that looks like flowers.

✦ Appearance
Kaleidoscope of butterflies. A kaleidoscope can be defined as a constantly changing pattern of shapes and 
colors. Picture a group of butterflies in flight. They create a pattern of vivid colors and shapes that change 
with every movement.

Flamboyance of flamingos. Picture the bright colors of a group of flamingos. Not only do we have assonance 
with this venery, we have etymology enforcing the image. Flamengo is Spanish meaning “flame-colored.” 
Flamboyance comes from French meaning “to flame” or “flair.” 

✦ Behavior and Sounds They Make
Business of ferrets. In 1486 in The Book of Saint Albans, ferrets were listed as a “business.” This originally 
was busy-ness; the image was of the anxious and busy movements of the ferret.

Leap of leopards.  The smallest of the large cat category, leopards prefer a solitary life. A leap is usually 
composed of a mother and her two to three cubs who stay together for 18-24 months. Graceful and powerful, 
leopards can pounce from trees or leap into the air 10 feet to capture their prey.

Gaggle of geese. Cartoonists may use “honk” to imitate the noise they make, but listen more closely if you 
come upon a group of geese grazing in a park. Etymology helps us again. Gaggle comes from the Middle 
English term gagel, which stems from the Dutch word gagelen, meaning “to cackle.” A gaggle of geese just 
rolls off the tongue. 

Word Study | continued
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✦ Characteristics or Reputation
Murder of crows. Where are these dark birds seen or pictured in artwork? In cemeteries and battlefields or 
roadsides hovering over carcasses. Much like Edgar Allen Poe’s raven, the ebony, “ominous bird of yore,” the 
crow casts a dark shadow.

Wisdom Of wombats. Wombats are Australian marsupial mammals that have their pouches facing backwards 
to avoid scooping dirt on their young while they dig. Pretty smart idea.

✦ Location and Language
Mob of kangaroos. In Australia, “mob” is used to describe a flock or herd of animals. Kangaroos may gather 
to protect the young and weaker members of the group. And maybe to have a little fun. In late October 2021 
a mob of more than a dozen kangaroos entered a Queensland golf fairway and watched a golfer tee off. After 
observing her, the mob just as quickly moved to another part of the course.

Walk of snails. Since snails do not have legs, this venery is puzzling, but is found in 14th century works. 
Perhaps, a walk was required to find the delicacy. From French, “escargatoire” is the collective noun for a 
group of snails; however, this favorite dish in Burgundy is simply escargots — and certainly not limited to one.

5. Match. On the left, venery are listed. On the right, animals that fit into these groups are listed. Put the letter of 
the animal on the line in front of the collective noun to match them. Keep in mind the previous categories that 
influenced the naming of venery to help you.

_____ Bask a. Hyenas 
_____ Bloat b. Jellyfish 
_____ Brood c. Lizards
_____ Cackle d. Dolphins 
_____ Flamboyance e. Apes 
_____ Lounge f. Hippopotamuses 
_____ Murder g. Crows
_____ Parliament  h. Seagulls
_____ Pod i. Chicks
_____ Shrewdness j. Owls
_____ Smack k. Crocodiles 
_____ Squabble l. Flamingos

Extra. 
1. Imagine venery into which you would place animals in your world. Or collective nouns for creatures from other worlds. 

For example, can you think of a better term than “litter” or “flock”? What collective nouns would you use for these 
Fantastic Beasts: Kelpies, Graphorns and Erumpents? 
Animal:
Venery:
Explanation of word choice:

2. Select a venery to research. Learn more about the animals in that category.
 Write a short essay to explain what a venery is and how the particular venery relates to the animal(s).
3. Compile a list of venery that you find as you read the newspapers, magazines, fiction and non-fiction works. Be sure to 

record where you found the example (date, page, title or headline).

Word Study | continued


